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POINT HENRY: THE RIGHT PLACE AT THE RIGHT TIME?
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Point Henry is located east of Geelong on the Bellarine Peninsula in Victoria, Australia.
An aerial view of Point Henry today shows a peninsula surrounded on three sides by water
and containing a large number of industrial sites. In fact, to reach the tip of Point Henry, you
would travel along the Geelong to Portarlington Road through an industrial estate before
turning north onto Point Henry Road. To the west are the Cheetham salt works and the
Animal Welfare Centre, and on the east you will find a scrap metal junk yard, boutique
brewery, Winchester ammunition factory, Rohm and Haas chemical factory and a myriad of
other warehouses and factories in this industrial estate. A little further north you reach the
start of the largest industry on the peninsula- the Alcoa aluminium complex.
At the end of the Alcoa site, you will find the old Point Henry Signal Station - no longer an
active station - siting on the bluff above the low flat land at the northern most tip of the
Peninsula. The bitumen road ends and to the left of the gravel road at the top of the bluff is an
important plaque which reads:
BELOW THIS HEADLAND
NAMED POINT HENRY IN 1836
BUT KNOWN TO THE ABORIGINES AS
MALOPPIO
MANY PIONEER SQUATIERS LANDED
THEIR STOCK
HERE GEELONG BEGAN
AND
HERE FOR MORE THAN TWENTY YEARS
THE MASTS OF MANY AN OCEAN-GOING
VESSEL SOARED ABOVE INCOMING SETTLERS
GEELONG HISTORICAL SOCIETY 1951

In some ways, the phrase "many pioneer squatters lan.ded their stock" is quite misleading as
this represented only a small number of new immigrants who actually landed at Point Henry.
The Geelong Advertiser announced on 12th February 1854 that there were 36 ships off Point
Henry - the majority from London or Liverpool. In fact, Point Henry, and not Geelong, was
the landing site for overseas vessels to the region. Why?

Although Geelong had a magnificent harbour, called Corio Bay, a large sandbar immediately
north of Point Henry obstructed the entrance to the bay. So, conveniently, Geelong referred
to its Inner and Outer Harbour - the Outer Harbour being on the east side of Point Henry. It
was definitely in the right place at the right time - particularly with the onset of the gold rush
when passengers could disembark and make their way to the goldfields much quicker than
waiting extra days for the ship to travel to Williamstown. Ship owners also found a major
benefit in returning to England laden with wool and crops from the Western Districts that
were transported direct to Geelong and then Point Henry.

To cater for the large number of immigrants, Point Henry developed the essential
infrastructure - hotels, jetties, customs office, police, entertainment facilities, church, schools
and sundry other businesses.
Very few of the shipping registers actually identified their destination as Point Henry - most
gave port of disembarkation as Geelong, Port Phillip, or Victoria! Geelong was desperate for
recognition and worked toward breaking down the barrier of the sandbar. It was not until
1861 that the fust reasonable channel was dredged through the bar. Until this South Channel
opened, ships larger than about 210 tons could not enter the Inner Harbour, and as this meant
the majority of overseas passenger vessels, Point Henry thrived.
But the writing was on the wall, and locals with business and land interests at Point Henry
were keen to maintain and promote their investments. As the overseas ships were becoming
bigger, there were still a large number that couldn't enter the Inner Harbour until the opening
of the Hopetoun Channel that was commenced in 1881 and completed in 1893.
As early as 1848, the first Tea Gardens were established at Point Henry - these were called
the Point Henry Tea Gardens. The Tea Gardens prospered, then faded over the years only to
be re-opened with different names and attractions through to the end of the 1800s.
They were variously called the California Tea Gardens, the Victoria Tea Gardens, the Point
Henry Tea Gardens and the Bellarine Tea Gardens. Attractions included dance halls,
jugglers, acrobats, a camera obscura, an aquarium, a maze, bowling and skittle alleys,
pleasure boats, rides, balloons, restaurants and hotels.
According to the Shire of Bellarine Rate & Valuation Books, there were 175 residents at Point
Henry in 1876. In addition to jetties on the east side of Point Henry for the overseas ships,
jetties were built on the west side to cater for the large number of bay steamers and pleasure
boats that brought visitors to the Tea Gardens from Melbourne and Geelong. In July 1890,
newspapers reported more than 50,000 visitors from Melbourne and 22,000 from Geelong to
the gardens over three months of the previous summer.
One of the largest investors at Point Henry was William Howard Smith. He owned many of
the steamers that brought visitors from Geelong and Melbourne. He saw his future in
intercoastal trade rather than bay trade. He sold his bay steamers but invested even more in
Point Henry. The magnificent two-storey Bellarine Hotel, the Tea Gardens, a dairy, butter
and cream factory, pig farm bacon and port factory, and farms. His extensive fleet of
steamers that his company had running around the Australian coast from Townsville, in the
north of Queensland, to Geraldton in Western Australia, were victualled at Point Henry. His
extensive farms at Point Henry included crops, vegetables, beef, pigs and poultry. Again,
Point Henry was in the right place at the right time.
Point Henry's bubble burst in the early 1900s. Following the depression in the latel 890s.
Howard Smith & Co was in an enviable financial position and could virtually name its own
price for supplies for its ships anywhere in the country - Point Henry was no longer an
essential part of their victualling needs.
Cheetham Salt Works had commenced in 1888 around Stingaree Bay on the eastern side of
Point Henry. The Salt Works employed many locals but did not need a large population to
maintain its workforce. Farming continued in the area and locals still visited the Point for
"picnics'', but the hustle and bustle had faded away and Point Henry became a quiet
agricultural area.

In 1949, Point Henry was once again in the right place at the right time - the point was the
perfect place for the new Signal Station for the Geelong Harbour Trust, to monitor and control
the movement of shipping into Geelong's Inner Harbour. But it was a lonely existence at the
Signal Station - no neighbours living in close proximity, and during the winter, workers were
often isolated at the station with roads cut due to the weather.
1960 heralded another new life for the Point - Alcoa chose Point Henry for the site of its new
aluminium complex. New jetties were built on the eastern point, and other major industries
followed. More than 2,000 people were employed at Alcoa, and although that number has
decreased, other industries followed.
But in 2002, you can still stand beside the plaque and look down on the landing site of our
ancestors without modern life intruding into the scene - with the view across the sandbar to
the You Yangs in the distance it is so easy to take a step back in time and see the landing site
that welcomed these brave immigrants to their new country.
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